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For his first solo show in New York, Sanya
Kantarovsky presents “Allergies,” a series
of paintings that portray bizarre couples
caught in oddly charged moments of
daily life. The characters often look like
marionettes or cartoonish illustrations
of jokes; all seem to derive from a
mysterious realm from another time and
another country. Their twisted bodies
and wiry legs suggest a dynamic, almost
violent, impulsion. Overall, dreams seem
to infect the reality of these imaginary
personages — the surrané cartoon
character turns into the naïve narrator
of the artist’s unfolding unconscious.
The scenes are intentionally painted
with a consistent palette. A deep, Yves
Klein-like blue appears recurrently,
mainly to embody Kantarovsky’s principal
subjects. Olive-oil greens, silk pink,
Chinese violet, beige, dirty yellows and
light reds also come into play. “The
palette here refers to AGIT PLAKAT,” says
Russian-born Kantarovsky, “which was a
series of non-utopian, didactic, satirical
posters in a post-Stalinist Soviet Union.
These educational posters described
darker subject matter, such as poverty and
alcoholism. In order to allude to this abject
content without being literal and overly
antagonistic, the authors of these posters
radically changed their palette.” This new
critical gaze at Soviet society triggered
a new set of colors in order to depict
darker, often shameful social realities.
Kantarovsky is also playing with a
history of colors being used to address
specific emotions. Paul Sérusier, Paul
Gauguin and James Ensor actively
took part in this quest to use colors as
emotional catalysts. Tacitly referencing
these masters, Kantarovsky invites us
to partake in his own specific strings
of conflicted color-based emotions. As
the comical confronts the morose, as
sweetness faces mockery, the painter
explores the eternal paradox of the
tension between subject matter and
color, and from this tension manifests
an electrifying and exotic mood.

Virginia Overton’s sculptural investigations
of suspension, tension, equilibrium and
balance are on display in her site-specific
exhibition “Flat Rock” at the MoCA, North
Miami. Enclosed in the parallelogramshaped confines of two large-scale works
that wall in the exhibition on the gallery’s
north and south ends —Untitled (lean-to
South) and Untitled (lean-to North) (both
2014) — are several works that play with
these forces, using found and readily available materials such as lumber, rope, tarp
and sandbags. There are two signature
light boxes: one bears the museum’s name,
the latest in a series that plays on museum
signage and addresses the role of the institution in Overton’s often site-responsive
installations, and the other is her largest to
date, made with a utility tarp to fit an existing roll-gate doorway. In an untitled work, a
single light bulb protrudes from a pristine
block of marble, its electrical cord haphazardly piled beside it and plugged directly
into an outlet in the floor. What surprises
among these objects, which emphasize
the sculptor’s rough-hewn sensibilities and
installation methods, is that the exhibition
is also sound-based: the whirring of Untitled (Patton Fan) (2014) changes faintly
as the fan, suspended from a long cable
to a low height, swings in centripetal motion as it gains and loses momentum (the
rigging attachment where the steel cable
is hung from the scaffolding grid, above,
also squeaks as it is stressed). Nearby, a
sound machine is openly incorporated into
the installation of Untitled (Good Year)
(2014), resting inside the deep well of a
tractor tire. Outdoors, a sculptural work
redirects the movement of water in the
museum’s fountain, intensifying its drop,
drainage points and ambient sounds.
These quiet sounds correspond to the
subtlety of the works, the plainly sourced
materials (the wood planks that make
up the lean-tos bear the manufacturer’s
stamping) and the restrained quality of the
exhibition, which — although spare — produces a rich sensory experience within
a composed, choreographed tableau.
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